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Abstract
We evaluated the efficacy of the piston device simulating manual piston technique for hip joints (PTH) on 8 spastic hemiplegia patients suffering from a
limited range of hip joint extension. Results confirmed rapid improvement of
hip joint range of motion and increase in the results of the Time up and Go
test and walking speed.
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1. Introduction
The number of patients with cerebrovascular disease in Japan in 2017 has
reached about 1.1 million [1]. More than 60% of patients with hemiplegia after
stroke have long-term inconvenience in daily activities [2]. Especially, reduced
lower limb motor function limits movement-related activities [3] [4]. Since loss
of walking ability is a major problem after Stroke [5] [6], recovery of walking is a
priority goal for most patients [7] [8]. Friedman showed that the sooner the individual with a history of stroke attained the ability to ambulate, the more likely
it was that independent walking would be re-established [6]. Rehabilitation
training is essential in increasing the walking speed of patients with spastic hemiplegia. Reasons for a loss of walking speed in hemiplegia patients include
shortening of step width following a period of standing. This occurs because hip
joint flexor spasticity and flexor contraction are responsible for producing range
in hip joint extension, and standing prevents the hip joint from extending [9].
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Most stroke patients are reduced walking speed and longer stance phases, greater
on the unaffected side, are reported [10]. The first author of this report, an occupational therapist, developed a novel treatment methodology known as PTH
designed to increase range of motion during hip joint extension. This treatment
can immediately improve spastic weakening and contraction of the hip joint
flexor responsible for producing loss of spastic side hip joint extension range in
those with spastic hemiplegia. This piston technique was developed to improve
the spastic weakening and contraction of digit flexors in spastic hands, and the
efficacy of this treatment was also currently being studied [11]. As shown in
Figure 1, the hip joint piston technique involves an approximate 1 cm vertical
vibration of the femoral head in the posterior (dorsal) direction for about 10
cycles at a frequency of 5 cycles per second (5 [Hz]). However, this manual technique would overwork a therapist and be difficult to perform on individuals with
large bodies. For this reason, a piston device for hip joint (PDH) was developed
to simulate this technique.
In this study, PDH was performed on spastic hemiplegia patients suffering
from limited hip joint extension range of motion. Moreover, we investigated the
positive effects on hip extension range of motion and walking speed.

2. Method
In order to verify the effectiveness of the developed PDH, a clinical study was

Figure 1. State of treatment of PTH.
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conducted on eight persons with spastic hemiplegia and extension limited in the
hip joint. Subjects were recruited via the internet. Inclusion criteria: that six
months had passed since the occurrence of a stroke, that there was a limited
range of extension for the hip joints, that there was no aching in the extremities,
and that the subject be able to assume a prone position. Of the 10 subjects who
were recruited, two who were unable to assume a prone position were excluded,
leaving 8 subjects. The subjects participated in a one-day clinical study from
January 2020 at the clinic where the first author worked. For the therapy, the
subjects were first asked to assume a prone position on an examination bed, and
they were made to lay in such a way that their hip joints slightly protruded from
the edge. The therapist then moved the upper part of the PDH to a position 5 cm
in the distal direction from the hip joint. The therapist held down the patient’s
paralyzed foot on the brace of the PDH and gradually increased the speed of a
reciprocating motion from a stopped state while confirming the effects of the
treatment. PDH treatment is shown in Figure 2. The therapist set the rotational
speed to 300 [rpm] which corresponds to a frequency of 5 [Hz] and the length of
the crank arm to 0.02 [m] which corresponds to a stroke of 0.04 [m]. The treatment time was approximately 60 seconds depending on the patient’s condition
of spastic paralysis. The speed during PDH treatment was five cycles per second.
The therapist stopped the PDH when judging that it had an effect. The effects of
PDH treatment were assessed using passive range of motion (Passive-ROM) test
[12] and the 10 Meter Walk Test [13] [14] and Time Up and Go Test [15] before
and after treatment. This study has been approved by the research ethics committee of Shonan University of medical science (17-001).

3. Results
The study was completed by 8 participants. The results are summarized in Table
1. Passive-ROM increased range of motion in all participants. Pre-treatment hip
joint extension had a mean of 3.1 degrees (standard deviation of 3.7), but
post-treatment extension improved to a mean of 20.0 degrees (standard deviation
of 6.5). The 10 Meter Walk Test also showed improvement in all participants.
Pre-treatment mean duration was 16.4 seconds (standard deviation of 4.5), but

Figure 2. Prototype of the PDH.
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post-treatment duration improved to a mean of 13.5 seconds (standard deviation
of 3.6). And Time Up and Go Test showed improvement in 7 out of 8 patients.
Pre-treatment mean duration was 16.6 seconds (standard deviation of 3.3), but
post-treatment duration improved to a mean of 13.8 seconds (standard deviation
of 2.3) (see chart and Figure 3). All results also had significant differences
Table 1. Summary of results.
No

Hip extension ROM

10 m Walk Test (second)

Time up and go Test

pre

post

pre

post

pre

post

1

−10

20

18.4

16.7

17.5

14.3

2

0

25

13.8

8.5

15.4

11.7

3

0

25

13.2

11.9

14.2

11.9

4

−5

30

26.8

20.3

24.1

18.4

5

0

20

13.5

11.0

13.9

11.4

6

−5

15

15.9

12.8

16.7

14.6

7

0

15

14.3

12.6

14.7

13.8

8

−5

10

15.3

13.9

16.0

14.5

Figure 3. Changes in extension range of motion of hip joint and walking speed and time
up and go test.
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between pre-treatment and post-treatment (Wilcoxon signed-rank test p < 0.05).

4. Discussion
Bohannon et al. [8] [16] suggested that the ultimate goal of rehabilitation for patients with stroke is to achieve normal gait pattern and speed. In recent years, it
has been reported that the Trailing Limb Angle (TLA), which represents the extension angle of the hip joints during the late stance phase, increases the driving
force of the stance phase and improves walking speed [17] [18]. While it has
been reported that encouraging the subject to bring the foot on their paralyzed
side as far forward as possible is one effective approach to increasing the TLA
and promoting an improvement in walking speed [18], because this method assumes that there is no limited range of extension for the hip joints, it is necessary
to prioritize improving the range of extension of the hip joints before performing this method. In this research, after providing therapy via PDH on subjects
with a limited range of extension for the hip joints due to stroke hemiplegia, the
range of extension for the hip joints improved after just five minutes or less. In
addition, after receiving this therapy, the subjects’ walking speed improved
greatly. This is likely due to the increase in the range of motion for the hip joints
causing an increase in the TLA, which resulted in an increase in walking speed.
With regards to the mechanism that allows this piston exercise to improve the
shortening of the hip joint flexors, rapidly moving the femur head back and
forth causes the iliac muscle and psoas major muscle to repeatedly extend and
relax in short bursts very rapidly. Because this becomes difficult to relay to the
central nerves that control muscle strain as a deep sensation from the proprioceptors in the lower limbs (it is no longer clear what position the lower limbs
are in), one can postulate that the muscle strain likely resets, but this is just a hypothesis and requires further verification. Interestingly, the study improved the
TUG test for assessing balance ability. Balance impairment is a very common
cause of disability in hemiplegic patients [19]. Most hemiplegic patients have difficulties in posture control while walking because of the asymmetrical posture and
the abnormal body balance, with reduced knee joint angle and abnormal gait. Previous reports have shown that these patients have an increased risk of falls [20].
Improving the range of motion of hip extension may help improve walking balance. In this study, we developed a piston device for the hip (PDH) that simulates the action of the piston technique for hip joints (PTH), which is a method
for improving hip joint flexion range of motion. We then evaluated the efficacy
of PDH on 8 spastic hemiplegia patients suffering from a limited range of hip
joint flexion. Results confirmed rapid improvement of hip joint range of motion,
an improvement in the Time up and Go test, and an increase in walking speed.
Hip joint extension range of motion treatment for static hemiplegia patients using PDH is expected to reduce the burden placed on therapists as well as shorten
the time required to improve walking function in hemiplegic individuals.
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5. Summary
We have developed the piston device for the hip (PDH) that has the effect of increasing the range of motion of hip extension. In this study, PDH was performed
in eight patients with spastic hemiplegia who had limited hip joint of range of
motion, unstable gait, and slow walking speed. As a result, all patients had increased hip extension range of motion, increased walking speed, and improved
gait. PDH can be expected to have the effect of shortening the range of motion
of the hip joint in patients with spastic hemiplegia in a short time and improving
walking ability.
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